District Education and Training Institution ,Bengaluru south
Bandha –Learning activities for 30 days
Expected
Teachingpoints
Suggested Activities
learning out
comes
01 Number
Knowing the different types Day - 1
system: Various and characteristics of the 1.1Where
1.1Where is your place?
sets and
sets.
properties.
Squares and
1.2Prepare
1.2Prepare a list:
list:
Square root.
root.
Cube and cube
roots.
1.3Know
1.3Know the relation :
Sl.
no

1

Instructions to manage the activities

Instructions to manage the activities

is your
your place?
place?
1.1W
1Where
here is
1.
1Where
Give
Give a
a number
number of
of flash
flash cards
cards with
with number
number and
and circle
circle
the numbering
the
numbering system.
system.

1.3 Know the Relation.
Relation.
Relation
By showing
By
showing the
the ven
venn
venn diagram chart know the relation
of the
of
the sets
sets through
through asking
asking question.
question.

2. Know the square and
square roots.

1.4 Know the charecter :
1.5 Testing

Know the character
Let us specify the properties of the assosiativ
assosiative
e,
commutative,
commutative, distributive, additive and multiplicative
inverse
inverse containing flash card by including statements
about the uniqe data
data..
1.5Evaluate/
1.5Evaluate/ test
Group the students by giving the flash cards for each
Group and test.

Day - 2
2.1 Write the square root by
observing the picture.
picture.

Write the square root by observing the picture.
Let us write square numbers from 1 to 10 by observing
the chart.
https://youtu.be/CMgCOFHmY0c

2

2.2 Do it yourself :

3. Finding the cubes and
cube roots.

2.2 Do it yourself
yourself ::
Group the
Group
the students
students and
and tell
tell them
them to
to select
select flas
flash
flash cards
with number
with
number for
for each
each &
& ttell
tell them to find out the square
root for
root
for which
which number
number he/she
he/she selected.
selected.

Day - 3
3.1Value
3.1Value of cube.

3.1 Value
Value of
of cube
cube
Give the
Give
the cubes
cubes of
of different
different dimension
dimension and measure
each edge
each
edge and
and let
let help them to find the cube.

3.2
3.2Prepare a table.
table.

3.2
Prepare a
a table
table
3.2Prepare
Let the
Let
the students
students prepare a table of cube number from
one to
one
to ten
ten (1to10)
(1to10)
3.3
doing.
3.3 Learn by doing.
Give flashcards
flashcards of
of numbers and explain the process of
finding the
the cube
cube from
from the
the prime
prime factorial,
factorial, on
on th
the
the board
and explain
explain the
the rest.
rest.

3.3
3.3 Learn by doing.

https://youtu.be/NCXVtaDvX7k
https://youtu.be/ersGdf7m52Q
3

02

Know the
different types
of angles &
their
characteristics.

4. Know the different types
of angles such as Acute
angle, Right angle, Abt
Abtuse
angle, Straight
Straight angle,
Reflex angle,
Complete angle,
Complementary angles,
Supplementary angles,
Vertical angles, Alternate
interior
interior angles, Alternate
exterior angles and
Corresponding angles.

Day - 4
4.1look
.1look at the picture and
recognise the angles .

4. 2 know the types of angle.
angle.
4.3Who is there beside you?

4.4Know your pair‘smeasure/
pair‘smeasure/
dimension.
dimension.

4

4.1 look at
at the
the picture
picture and
and recognise
recognise the
the angles
angles ..

4.2 know
know the
the types
types of
of angle.
Call 77 students
Call
students and
and give
give each
each one 77- angles model &
tell them
tell
them to
to measure
measure the
the angles
angles &
& say
say the
the type
type of
of
angle.
4.3Who
Who is
is there
there beside
beside you
you?
you?
Let us
Let
us write
write many
many alternative
alternative angles
angles image
image on
on the
the
board and
board
and name
name the
the Alternative
Alternative angle.
angle.
4.4Know
now your
your pair
pair‘s
pair‘s measure/ dimension:
dimension:
Find the
Find
the dimension
dimension of
of each
each pair
pair of
of angle. In the picture
one angle
one
angle measurement
measurement is
is given, find the other one.
one.

5. Angles
Angles formed when
intersecting line intersect
parallel lines.
lines.

Day - 5
5.1 Cross mark.

5.1 Cross mark.
Put 2 straws at one
one point
point and mark them with the help
of a pin. Similar let’s
let’s say
say that
that pair
pair of
of angles that are
marked with
marked
with aa scale
scale &
& aa ppencil
pencil are equal (vertically
opposite angles)
angles)..

5.2 Same form

5.2 Same form
The intersection
The
intersection of
of parallel
parallel lines
lines intersects
intersects all
all angles
angles by
by
drawing the
drawing
the image
image of
of the
the intersection
intersection and
and measures it.

5.3 Interior & exterior angles.

5

5.3 Interior
Interior && exterior
exterior angles.
Let’s
Let’s name
name the
the angles
angles inside
inside and
and outside
outside of
of the
the picture
picture

03 Know the types
Algebraic
expression and
know the basic
function of
mathematics.

6. Know the definition
Day - 6
definition &
Types
6.1 Define the types &
Types of Algebraic
expression.
meaning.
Differentiate between like &
unlike terms.

6.1
Define the
the types
types &
& meaning:Give
meaning:Give different types of
6.1 Define
meaning:
Algebraic
Algebraic expressions
expressions flash
flash cards
cards to
to the
the children
children &
&
write 3 circles on the boards&
boards& mention
monomial,binominal,polynomial on the circles and
monomial,binominal,polynomial
monomial,binominal
instruct
instruct the
the children
children to
to write
write the
the Algebraic
Algebraic expressions
expressions
with the
the concerned
concerned circle. Through
Through this child can able
to give the
the definition
definition &
& type
type of
of an expression.

6.2 Make group
6.2Make
6.2Make group.
group.
In aa tray,
In
tray, put
put the
the words
words for
for both
both like
like && unlike
unlike words &
let the
let
the students
students sort
sort and
and group
group this
this and
and write
write it
it on
on the
the
board.

6

7. Do the basic function in
Algebraic expression.

Day - 7
7.1 Add and Subtract

7.2 Do the problem by
observing model problem.

7.3
7.3Observing thesymbol and
the problem.[By using flash
cards]

7

Add and
and Subtract
Subtract
7.1 Add
Let us
Let
us solve
solve the
the problems
problems as
as model
model

7.2 Do
Do the
the problem
problem by
by observing
observing model
model problem.
problem.
Let us give you the plan cards of the accounts and let
them be sorted.

7.3
See the
the symbol
symbol and
and Do
Do the
the problem
problem.
7.3See
problem.
Give
Give the
the flash
flash cards
cards related
related to
to the
the sums
sums based
based
on addition,
on
addition, subtraction,
subtraction, multiplication
multiplication &
& based
based on
on
signs/ symbols
signs/
symbols and
and solve
solve the
the problems
problems on
on the
the board.
board.

04

Knowing the
laws of
exponents and
their
application.

8.Knowing
8.Knowing the importance
of larger numbers.
List out the terms/laws
terms/laws of
exponents
Understanding/ Knowing
the application of
exponents

Day - 8
Exponents through a story
field
8.1 Exponents through a story Story of a wheat field.
8.1 Exponents

8.2 Importance of larger
numbers.

through a story

8.2 Importance
Importance of
of larger
larger

numbers.

Lets us
Lets
the chart
chart of
of larger
larger number & tell the
us show
show the
importance of it.

8.3
8.3Remember thelaw
thelaw.
law.

8

8.3
Remember thelaw
8.3Remember
thelaw.
law.

Let us recall the rules
rules of
the law
law of
of exponential
exponential law.
law.
of the

now the application.

9.1 Know the application.

Day - 9

9.1 Know the application.

Write some problems on flash cards, let the students

Write some problems on flash cards, let the students

solve these
solve
these problems
problems using
using laws
laws of
of exponent
exponent.
exponent.

9.2 Do it yourself
& solve the problem.

Let us apply&
apply& solve

9.2 Do it yourself

9

05

Know types &

9. Know the types &

Day - 10

10.1 Identify

Characteristics

characteristics of triangles.

10.1 Identify

Let us
Let
us know
the types
types of
of triangles inthe given picture.
know the

congruence,

symmetry of

10.2 Measure
Measure the
the angles.
angles.

Triangles.

Make the
Make
the children
children into
into groups
groups &
& give
give model
of angles
model of
for each group &tell
tell them
them
&tell

to measure the line segment

10.2 Measure the angles.
/ line & angles.

10.3 Inner
Inner

mystery
mystery

Draw any
any triangle
triangle
10.3 Inner

on the paper & mark 1,2 and 3 for
for

mystery

its three
its
angles &
& to
to know that the sum of the angles is
three angles
180 degrees,cut
,cut the
the angles
and
degrees,cut
angles and

joining&
joining& stacking them

one by one.

10.4 Measure
Measure the
the

angle & know the information.

Draw the
Draw
as shown
shown in
in the
the picture.
picture. Measure
Measure
the picture
picture as
10.4 Measure the angle &

these angles

know the information.

Draw
raw the picture as show in the
themodel
model and
measure the angles of∟
of∟,,∟∟
∟∟
∟ and add∟
add∟,,∟..
https://youtu.be/w0aKouJVAkY

11.1

10

Identify

11. Know types of
quadrilateral.

Let us name the types of quadrilateral shown in chart.

Day - 11

Let us name the types of quadrilateral shown in chart.

11.1 Identify.

11.2Collect
11.2
11.2Collect

the types of quadrilateral &images
&images that

Let us specify the types

are found
are
found in
in everyday
everyday life
life &
&paste
&paste them on a sheet.
Concave and convex quadrilateral

11.3 Concave and
11.3 Concave and convex

the picture and make the list of differences in

Observe the picture and make the list of differences in
quadrilateral

the quadrilateral

11

12. Understand about

Day - 12

12.1.
12.1. Measure the quadrilateral & know the properties.

quadrilateral & the

12.1 Measure the quadrilateral

Let the students group together & give each group

properties of each of its

& know the properties.

adifferent type of quadrilateral to measure sides and

types.

angle.
12.2 Inner mystery

12.2 Inner mystery
Let us construct different types of quadrilateral&
quadrilateral&
measure the 4 inner angles&
angles& find out the angles & add
it.

12.3 Prepare a chart

12.3Prepare
12.3Prepare a chart.
Make the studentsinto
studentsinto groups&
groups& give different
quadrilateral images & let students write characteristics
of that image.

12

13. Know the symmetry.

Day - 13
13.1 Symmetry

13.1 Symmetry
* Let us draw Symmetric axes for the given figure.

13.2 Let equality be for
everyone.

13.2 Let equality be for everyone.
*Collect identical figures image & object.

13.3 Identify the congruent
figure.
figure.

13.3 Identify the congruent figure.
figure.

13

06

They will
will learn

14. Knowing the method of

Day - 14

the methods of

common factor & grouping

14.1 Know
Know common factors.

factorization.

factors.

14.1 Know common factors.
factors.
Issue flash cards of Algebraic expression
expression & write
a common factor.

14.2Factorization
14.2Factorization

4.2 Factorization
14.3 Make a group

14.3 Make a group
Let give the problem card & tell them to do the
the
Factorization on the board.

15.Knowing
15.Knowing how to

Day - 15

15.1 Remember Eternal equation.
equation.

factorize the algebraic

15.1 Remember algebraic

Let us interpret the formula
formula by making models of

identities.

identities

identities images.
images.

14

15.2 Apply

15.2 Apply
Issue theflash card and help them to solve problems by
applying the identities.
https://youtu.be/xUeVhXBNAFk

15.3 Prepare a chart.
07

To know the

16.Find
16.Find mean,
mean, median &

Day - 16

16.1 Collect &Analyse
&Analyse

mean,
mean,mode,

mode.

16.1 Collect &Analyse
&Analyse

Let’s suggest them to collect and Analy
Analys
lyse the height

median [central

and weight of their classmates.

tendency
measurements]
measurements],

16.2 Prepare a list.

graph&
graph&
probability.

16.2 prepare a list.
Prepare
Prepare a frequency distribution table by collecting the

16.3Average
16.3Average score of your unit marks of20 students
students in the mathematics unit test.
test.
test
16.4 The middle of you.
16.5 The middle Pandava
Pandava
16.6 Revision.
Revision.

15

17.
17. Creating a Bar graph
and Histogram.
Histogram.

nswer by observing the picture.
picture.

Day - 17

17.1 Answer by observing the picture

17.1 Answer by observing the

Give them
Give
them aa question
question card
card &
&help
&help them see the picture

picture.
picture.

&answer it.

17.2 Look at the graph&
graph& know
the type.
type.

17.3 Construct a graph by

a graph by observing the data.

17.3 Construct a graph

observing the data.

Divide the
Divide
the students
students into
into groups
groups &
& give
give each
each aa ddata
data
card &
card
& let
let them
them construct
construct graph
graph.
graph.

16

18. Finding probability

Do the experiment & know the outcome.
outcome.

Day - 18

18. 1 Do the experiment & know the outcome

18.1
18.1 Do the experiment &know
&know

Let us toss
toss a coin t

the outcome.
outcome.

18.2 Roll the dice & play the

game.

18.3 lesson from the colour
game.

17

s a coin ten
ten times&
times& list the results.

08

Understand the 19
19.. Knowing
Knowing the Definition
linear
linear equations and example & solution of
in onevariable
onevariable.
variable. the equation.

Day - 19
19.1 Equation by weighing
scale

19.2 See the picture & list.it.
list.it.

19.3 Find the solution.
solution.

18

19.2 See the picture & Do the list.

19.3 Find the solution.
Distribute flashcard
cards among students&
flashcards
card
students&help them to
find solutions.

09 Recognizing
axis and points
in the graph
and locating
points on
graphs.

20. Do the application
problems.
problems.

20
20.1 Know the application

20.1 Know the application
Let us give you an application problem sheet.

22. Locating the points
&recognizing quadrants
and x-axis & yy-axis.
axis.

Day - 21
21.1 Quadrants

21.1
21.1 Quadrants.
By observing the picture, let the students explain what
theyknow.
theyknow.

21.2 Where are the points?

21.2 Where are the points?
Issue a flash card of points
points to students & help them to
locate the coordinate points in the graph sheet
sheet..
21.3 learn by doing
Let us hang the graph chart &
&let
let the students identify
the points.

DAY -

21.3 learn by doing.

19

22.Knowing the place of
points.

- 22
22.1 know your place
DAY

22.2
22.2 Tell me your state
22.3 See the map & write the
coco-ordinates.
ordinates.

10 They will know 23. Finding
Finding the
the
circumference of plane
circumference
circumference & figures.
figures.
area of the
plane figures

Day - 23
23.1 See the picture & Know
the circumference

20

22.1 know your place
Let us write the name of the object in the given graph
and help students to write their position

23.2 Rounding circle

23.2 Rounding circle

23.3 circumferences from

Let us give
give students a set of circular slice for each

cardboard pattern.

group & measure it with the help of thread&
thread& find the
area though this.

24. Determine
Determine the area of

Day - 24

24.1Remember
24.1Remember

the geometrical shapes.
shapes.

24.1 Remember

Let’s help students to remember their prior knowledge.

24.2 Do it yourself

24.2 Do it yourself
Group the students and give them a question card

24.3 Apply

24.3 Apply
Let us apply to find area to everyday lifesituations.
lifesituations.

21

11 Be able to
construct
according to
data.

25. Construct an angle by
using compass not by
protractor.
protractor.

Day - 25
25.1
25.1 Construct

25.1 Construct
Let’s help to construct 60 and 120 degree angles with
the help of a compass.
compass.
compass
Let’s help to construct
construct 45 and 90 degree angles.

25.2 Construct

26.
26. Bisect the angles

Day - 26
26.1 Construct according to
the steps.

26.2 Construct angle bisector

22

26.1 construct according to the steps.
Construct 60, 90 degree angles & Bisect it.
Construct 10 & 90 degree angles
Construct 45 & 90degree angles.

27.
27. Constructing a
Day - 27
perpendicular
perpendicular bisector to a 27.1 Constructing
line segment.
perpendicular bisector.
segment.
bisector.

12

Knowing about 28.
28. knowing the
cube
Characteristics of cubes
with examples

27.1 Construct a perpendicular bisector.
bisector.
Draw a line segment of 6 cm &c
&construct perpendicular
bisector to it.
it.

27.2 Constructing
perpendicular bisector.
bisector.

Let’s draw a8 cm line segment and construct a
perpendicular bisector
bisector..

Day - 28
28.1 Collect
Collect the models.
models.
28.2
28.2Who am i?
i?

28.1 Collect the models
Let’s us suggest collecting different types of cubes
found in everyday life.

28.3
28.3 Prepare model

23

29. Understanding the
Day - 29
three dimension of a cube. 29.1 Tell about me

29.1 Say yourself
Let the students hold the model
modelss in hand and count the
faces, edges, and vertices.

29.2 Know about me

30. Determine the surface
surface
area and volume of cube
and cuboid.
cuboid.

Day - 30
30.1 Know the area of cube.

24

30.1 Know the area of cube.
Tell the
unfold/open the various
the students to completely unfold/open
unfold
boxes they have brought and then close/join them. And
determine the lateral surface area and the total surface
area with the help of the length (l),
(l), breadth (b)
(b),
b), height
(h).

30.2 Area of cuboid.
cuboid.

30.3 Know the volume of

30.3 Know the value of cubes.

cubes.

Let the students find the volume of dice, match box
andmould
andmould of jaggery.

25

26

